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Outline

1. How to build opinion summarization system without training pairs 

2. How to make it more comparable between entities
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Not Enough Data for Supervised Learning

• Human written reference summaries are extremely limited 

• Large amounts of reviews are available
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Unsupervised Learning for Opinion Summarization



Standard Approach: Auto Encoder
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Standard Approach: Summarizing in Latent Space
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Standard Approach: Summarizing in Latent Space
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This is a great place to eat. The food is always fresh and the staff is very friendly. It’s a great place to go if 
you are in the area. The food is always good and the prices are very reasonable.
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Standard Approach: Summarizing in Latent Space
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• Models tend to generate generic summaries from averaged vector

This is a great place to eat. The food is always fresh and the staff is very friendly. It’s a great place to go if 
you are in the area. The food is always good and the prices are very reasonable.

This place is great. The food is good and the service is great. The staff is very friendly and attentive. They 
have a nice selection of drinks and the food is always fresh. The prices are very reasonable.
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Summary Vector Degeneration
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Objective:

• Why summary vector degeneration happen? 

• How to generate more informative opinion summaries?
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Smaller vectors are less informative
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This is a great place to eat. The food is 
always good and the staff is very friendly.

xreview

Tonkatsu ramen is the bomb! No msg and 
broth is so good! The pork is melt in your 
mouth and not too fatty. The egg has a little 
infusion of soy, ginger marinade that is extra 
special! Owner talks to customers and 
takes great pride! I will be back!

zreview

Closer to Center

Less Informative



Averaged vectors are small
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Our Approach: Finding Better Summary Vector

Assumption: 
Good summary vector would be 
in the convex hull of reviews.
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Our Approach: Finding Better Summary Vector
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Went here for lunch on a Saturday. The 
service was great and the food was 
amazing! The owner is so nice and 
friendly. They have a good variety of 
dishes and you will not be disappointed. 
The prices are very reasonable.

Great service and delicious food. It's a 
small restaurant but the staff is very 
friendly and attentive. The ramen was 
delicious and the broth was really good. 
Will definitely be back.

The food was great, the service was good. 
The place is very clean and the staff was 
very friendly. The food was delicious!
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Our Approach: Finding Better Summary Vector
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Our Approach: Finding Better Summary Vector

Generate summaries from 
averaged vectors of all 
combinations of reviews

Reranking summaries by 
Input-output overlap



This is a great place to eat. The food is always fresh and the staff is very friendly. It’s a great place to go if 
you are in the area. The food is always good and the prices are very reasonable.

This place is great. The food is good and the service is great. The staff is very friendly and attentive. They 
have a nice selection of drinks and the food is always fresh. The prices are very reasonable.

First time here and it was really good. The service was great, the food was delicious, and the portions 
were very large. This is a great place to go for Chinese food.

This is a great place to eat. The food was delicious and the staff was very attentive. The catfish was 
tender and tasty. The hush puppies were amazing. The Mac and cheese was very good. They 
have a great beer selection as well.
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Our Approach: Finding Better Summary Vector
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Results
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Yelp Amazon
Method R1 R2 RL R1 R2 RL #Param

COOP
BIMEANVAE 35.37 7.35 19.94 36.57 7.23 21.24 13M

SimpleAvg
BIMEANVAE 32.87 6.93 19.89 33.60 6.64 20.87 13M
MeanSum† 28.46 3.66 15.57 29.20 4.70 18.15 28M
CopyCat† 29.47 5.26 18.09 31.97 5.81 20.16 21M

Weakly Supervised
PlanSum‡ 34.79 7.01 19.74 32.87 6.12 19.05

Table 1: ROUGE scores on the benchmarks. Bold-faced and underlined denote the best and second-best scores
respectively. COOP significantly improves the performance of two summarization models, BIMEANVAE and
Optimus, and achieves new state-of-the-art performance on both of the benchmark datasets. † means the results
are copied from Bražinskas et al. (2020), ‡ from Amplayo et al. (2021), ƒ from Wang et al. (2020), ∆ from
Angelidis et al. (2021), and ≈ from Suhara et al. (2020). Note that this study classifies OpinionDigest and PlanSum
as weakly-supervised summarizers since they use additional information other than review text.

Info Content Support
Fully Partially No

COOP 28.0 38.1% 35.7% 26.2%
SimpleAvg 18.0 35.4% 35.2% 29.4%
CopyCat -52.0 37.6% 34.2% 28.2%
PlanSum 6.0 30.7% 36.2% 33.1%

Table 2: Human evaluation on Yelp dataset. COOP out-
performs the other baseline models on both informa-
tiveness (Info) and content support.

we asked three human judges to evaluate the sum-
maries with two criteria: informativeness and con-
tent support.

We first asked human judges to evaluate the in-
formativeness of the generated summaries by the
Best-Worst Scaling (Louviere et al., 2015), which
scores each summarization method with values
ranging from -100 (unanimously worst) to +100
(unanimously best). We then asked human judges
to evaluate the content support of the generated
summaries. For each sentence in the generated
summary, the judges chose an option from (a) fully
supported, (b) partially supported, or (c) not.

We present the human evaluation results in Ta-
ble 2. As shown, summaries generated by COOP
are more informative than SimpleAvg4 and the
other baseline models. Meanwhile, COOP also
behaves well on content support as it generates
more sentences with full/partial content support
than the other methods. These results indicate that

4BIMEANVAE shows robust performance even combined
with SimpleAvg. Note that CopyCat also uses SimpleAvg.

Figure 5: L2-norm distributions of latent vectors of in-
put reviews and aggregated vectors.

COOP is able to generate more informative and less
hallucinated summaries. Combined with the auto-
matic evaluation results, we conclude that COOP
meaningfully improves the quality of summariza-
tion generation.

6 Analysis

In this section, we conduct a series of additional
analysis to verify the effectiveness and efficiency
of COOP. We also provide detailed descriptions of
the setups and additional analysis in the Appendix.

6.1 Summary Vector Analysis
Does COOP avoid L2-norm shrinkage? To ver-
ify if COOP alleviates the summary vector degener-
ation issue, we compare the L2-norm distributions
of the summary vectors by SimpleAvg, COOP, Or-
acle (comb.), and the original reviews (None.) We
used BIMEANVAE for SimpleAvg and COOP as
the base models.

※BiMeanVAE: Text VAE (Bowman+, 2016) with BiLSTM and MeanPooling



Few lines to run VAE-based Summarizer!
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Outline

1. How to build a good opinion summarization system without training pairs 
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Comparison is the key in decision making process
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Where should I stay 
for NLP2023??



Comparison is the key in decision making process
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 These two sound reasonable, but 
which one should I pick?



Single entity summarization models are not sufficient!
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 Single entity summarization models often generates generic opinions

“Large and clean rooms with great 
views. Convenient location near city 
center.”

“Good location near city center and 
shopping. Rooms are large and 
clean. Rooms have views.”



Summaries FAIL to include common/contrastive opinions

Contrastive summary contain many common opinions and vise versa. 

Text highlighted refers to common opinions (Bad content)

Text in blue refers to contrastive opinions (Good content)



Introducing Comparative Opinion Summarization



Use Collaborative-Decoding for summary generation
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Single Entity 
Summarization 

Model
very good  __

A. location? 
B. room? 
C. service?

✔
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Problem: “very good location” may 
also appear in entity B’s reviews!

Use Collaborative-Decoding for summary generation
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Input reviews for 
entity A

Single Entity 
Summarization 

Model
very good  __

A. location? 
B. room? 
C. service?

✔

How do we know if “very 
good location” also appear in 
entity B or not?

Problem: “very good location” may 
also appear in entity B’s reviews!

Use Collaborative-Decoding for summary generation



Use Collaborative-Decoding for summary generation
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Use Collaborative-Decoding for summary generation
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very good  __

A. location? 
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✖

“very good location” has high 
probability for both entity, so 
let’s skip it
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very good  __
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➗ X
A. location? 
B. room? 
C. service?

✔
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Use Collaborative-Decoding for summary generation



● Encourage models to produce contrastive summaries via the decoding step. 

Less bad content

More good content
39

Use Collaborative-Decoding for summary generation



Automatic Evaluation on CoCoTrip
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Dataset & Code are available! 
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https://github.com/megagonlabs/cocosum 

https://github.com/megagonlabs/cocosum


Takeaways
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● Autoencoder is a great model to build an opinion summarizer but keep in 
mind to choose a “good” summary vector 

● Collaborative-Decoding is an inference time decoding algorithm that 
encourages generating more distinctive summaries


